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Born in Caracas, Venezuela in 1982, Sol Calero has lived
in Europe since her late teens. Inspired by her
birthplace, her work explores themes of representation,
displacement, and marginalization, all informed by her
own perspective as a migrant. She often refers to the
experience of living between two cultures and her
resulting mixed identity.

In recent years, she has developed a body of all-
immersive installations that bring her pictorial
exploration to a spatial and contextual level. With
painting at the core of her practice, her investigation
looks back to non-canonical, traditional and popular art
forms excluded from western art history. In looking at
how Latin American cultures are perceived and
exported, her work faces the spectator with the
processes of exoticism inherent to the imagery and
narratives of the cultural other. Under a festive and
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luminous appear- ance, Calero questions the
production of standards and clichéd iconography with a
singu- lar and consistent presentation of abstracted
tropicalism. In the form of paintings or ob- jects, her
patterns, Roral and fruit shapes are mixed with
elements of vernacular architec- ture, claiming self-
construction as a medium of social action. The mosaics,
corrugated plastics, latticework and the use of color
that appears in her work allude to the abilities of
individuals and communities to adapt; to create an
aesthetic of survival while performing their idiosyncrasy.

 

Sol Calero, El Autobús, 2019. Tate, Liverpool. Courtesy of
the artist. Photo by Roger Sinek.
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Sol Calero (b. 1982 Caracas, Venezuela) lives and works
in Berlin. She studied Vne arts at the Universidad de La
Laguna, Tenerife and design at the Universidad
Complutense, Madrid. In 2017 she was nominated for
the Preis der Nationalgalerie, and won the Audience
Award. Recent exhibitions include: Villa Arson, Nice,
2020; MO.CO, Montpellier, 2020; Extra City, Antwerp,
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Brücke Museum, Berlin, 2018; Galerie Crèvecoeur, Paris,
2018; Düssel- dorf Kunstverein, 2018; Barbara Gross
Gallery, Munich, 2018; Kunsthalle Lisbon, Lisbon, 2018;
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Rhythmic
Repetition
and
Hybridized
Memories:
Sol Calero
and Zora
Mann at Villa
Arson, Nice

by Giovanna Manzotti

 

“Put a color upon a canvas—
it not only colors with that
color the part of the canvas

Share

Sol Calero, Se empeñaban en tapar las grietas, pero las
paredes seguían sudando [They insisted on covering the
fissures, but the walls still perspired] installation view at

Villa Arson, Nice, 2020 
Courtesy: Chert Lüdde, Berlin. Photo: François Fernandez/

Villa Arson
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to which the color has been
applied, but it also colors the
surrounding space with the
complementary.”
—Henri Matisse
 

(http://www.milanoartbulletin.com/)
One week before galleries and institutions
shut down more than two months ago, I
visited the spaces of Villa Arson, located in
St. Sylvestre district, up the hill of Saint-
Barthélémy in Nice. The view from there
over the city and the bay is outstanding,
almost sublime. Designed in 1966 by
French architect Michel Marot, the
labyrinth-like Villa Arson extends over more
than two hectares inside a Mediterranean
garden where mineral elements and
vegetation (gathered from all five
continents), stones and patios, streets and
suspended roof terraces intermingle with
works in situ by Bertrand Lavier, Maurizio
Nannucci, Dan Graham, François Morellet,
and others, creating a range of pathways
where architecture hasn’t any facade, but
details and formal references—like the
maze and the mastaba (an Egyptian tomb
that is oblong in shape with sloping sides
and a flat roof) erected on the terraces as
windbreaks and sun shields, or the
pyramid-shaped light wells—fascinate
visitors at every turn. As Marot himself put it:
“The desire to make the buildings
disappear inside the vegetation inspired
me to spread them out like a lizard in the
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sun.”  Officially inaugurated in 1972, Villa
Arson is today a unique and privileged
venue that houses a national institution
dedicated to the promotion of
contemporary art, a residence for artists
(since 2013), an art school, and a library.

As the culmination of their three-month
residency at Villa Arson’s Centre d’Art, in
February 2020 the artists Sol Calero and
Zora Mann each presented a new project,
in both cases curated by Éric Mangion.
Their distinctive approaches to carrying out
the Villa’s general suggestions evoked a
range of common references, from the
specific use of colors and patterns for
eliciting memories and emotional states, to
the integration of cultural references into
new productions and formulas,
interpretations and interactions.

Calero’s past work has included a large-
scale installation taking the form of a
painted wooden bus to be used as a
“vehicle” to explore themes of
representation, identity, displacement, and
marginalization (El Autobús, Tate Liverpool,
UK, 2019); a travel agency office that points
to the self-constitution of countries as
tourist destinations (Agencia Viajes Paraíso,
Kunstpalais Erlangen, Germany, 2017); a
hair and nail salon, cafeteria, driving school,
restaurant, and tiny job center that
emulated the commercial spaces often
found in Latin American countries, or run by
Latin American immigrants in their new
homes (Amazones Shopping Center,
Hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin, 2017–18); and
even a bureau de change displayed at a
key moment when Venezuela’s social and
political state was highly volatile and on the
brink of breakdown (Casa De Cambio,

1
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Laura Bartlett Gallery at Art Basel, 2016). In
every case, the work is a reflection on
cultural codes, community environments,
and image production in Latin America and
Latin American communities living in
migration. Spanning traditional methods of
art making such as drawings and paintings,
but also encompassing videos, found
objects, fabric works, and site-based
practices, the works emerge from a
syncretic conception of art at the
crossroads of several cultures, identities,
and experiences, inspired by Calero’s own
migration from her birthplace in Caracas,
Venezuela, to her current home in Berlin. “It
doesn’t matter where you are from, when
you move to a new country you are
confronted with who you were and who
you will become. It’s like you are forced to
forget where you are coming from in order
to ‘integrate.’ … If after a long time you can’t
come back to the place where you were
born, the portrait of this place from the
outside might also influence the way you
see yourself.”

By turning her exhibition venues into
immersive spaces for exchange and social
interaction (specifically in the last six years),
Calero responds to the milieu in which she
lives and operates, taking a site-specific
spatial approach and making architectural
interventions in a mostly flexible framework.
The idea for her exhibition at Villa Arson, Se
empeñaban en tapar las grietas, pero las
paredes seguían sudando (They Insisted on
Covering the Fissures, but the Walls Still
Perspired), crystallized when Nice was
suddenly stuck by tropical rainstorms (a
situation to which the title refers) that
caused seepage and humidity on the
gallery walls. For Calero, such

2
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circumstances are elements to play with, to
be embraced and integrated: “Most of the
time things don’t come out how you
expected and I’ve learned how to
accommodate my projects to unexpected
situations… You have to be alert all the time
and be able to improvise. And when you
learn how to improvise this becomes a very
important tool which I think is fundamental
for creativity.”

The artist “handled” the damage to the
building by “exposing” the space itself to
new perspectives coming from the outside.
She integrated the leaks into the show by
taking apart waterlogged partitions and
using the rubble to make sculptures;
building a wooden walkway so that visitors
could avoid stepping in puddles of water
(along with a net composed of tie rods and
ceramic forms, this walkway was the
exhibition’s centerpiece installation); and
deflecting the light flooding in through the
gallery’s wide ceiling windows in the
rooms. She noted, “The building feels so
alive and I really wanted to pay attention to
this. To listen to what the building has to
say.” By manipulating, organizing, and
composing sections of the gallery as if
making a painting, Calero devised a space-
filling installation that also included a series
of new paintings and ceramic elements
produced in the art school, works from
previous shows, and a small library (with
books on South American art), combined
with sofas, a bizarre bed, natural vegetation
inspired by the plants in the Villa garden,
and site-specific mural interventions that
duplicated the entering solar beams and
the shadows around them.
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The paintings’ luminous overlapping visual
references and motifs included exotic
plants, fruits, fountains, snakes, bubbles,
landscapes, and interiors—a compositional
language that powerfully combined an
interlocking clarity with the blurring typical
of a semi-forgotten dream. Hanging on
walls irregularly coated and framed in pale
green, orange, red-ocher (the same tone as
the building’s exterior central patio), and
beige was a series of acrylics and oils on
canvas that not only recounted childhood
memories based on personal or family
archives—offering a narrative of self-
explanation—but also activated an exercise
of rhythmic repetition within which the artist
played with assonances and dissonances
between layers, scales, hierarchies, and
backgrounds. “When I build an installation
or any project,” Calero notes, “the objects
in the space also become the references
for new images. Paintings sometimes
become walls in other shows. Those walls
or architectural elements then become
elements for another painting. Some
sculptures have references from the
paintings, and the furniture takes its textile
patterns and motifs from the paintings. It’s
all connected, and things happen very
naturally.”

Calero’s paintings are “like souvenirs, an
abstract memory of a larger environment
encapsulated in an object,” noted Sira Pizà
in a brochure accompanying the show. But
a Western eye may also perceive a
particular reference to Henri Matisse (he
moved to Nice in 1917), who in his day was
one of the first Europeans to free color from
its codes and hackneyed juxtapositions.
The use of pigment’s symbolic force, the
improvisation with architecture, and the
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idea of a practice in which phenomena of
hybridization and assimilation are similar to
music (especially salsa)  are some of the
coordinates and “codes” Calero’s work
assembles into its mosaic: a model that
incessantly confronts us with the
exoticizing inherent to imagery and
narratives of the cultural other.

In the other galleries, Zora Mann’s works
shaped a balanced composition between
watercolors—devised as travel diaries,
since many were made during her journeys
—paintings of various sizes, and a corpus
of sculptural objects. Titled Waganga
(“healers of souls” in Swahili, a language
derived from Bantu languages),  the show
was the work of an insightful artistic
sensibility and a long and meticulous
process where forms of interiority manifest
in dense and vibrant surfaces, in a rhythm
of repetition and variation. The artist notes:
“I find repetition interesting because it does
two contradictory things: it makes the
repeated element more important because
it’s numerous, but also less significant
because one regards it merely as part of a
pattern.”

This awareness traverses all of Mann’s
artistic production, in a fluctuation of
meanings that arise from the juxtaposition
of contradictory visual codes, thanks to her
habit of painting from the inside out. “I grew
up in-between cultures,” she says. “My
mom was born in Uganda and my dad in
Kenya where he still lives. I’d visit him for
every summer holiday when I was a kid. I
didn’t live in Kenya for long stretches, a year
here some months there, but still is also
home and a source of visual vocabulary to
me.” The recurrence of a tribal style and

3
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psychedelic experimentation in terms of
form, as well as the geometric
configuration of motifs, lines, and curves,
number among the spatial synchronicities
(a term borrowed from Carl Jung and briefly
used to describe “meaningful
coincidences”) specific to the construction
of dreams.

Poring over the exhibited works, I noticed
how sculptures can behave both as
permeable elements and as more robust
substrates for shapes, decorations, and
layers of meaning. Take for example
Untitled (2020), a beaded curtain made of
recycled flip-flops found on the shores and
waterways in Kenya: it’s a fluid object that
functioned as a filter between works,
something to walk and see through. Or the
series Walls (not yet titled) (2020) in wood,
papier-mâché, acrylic resin, and paint,
which stood in the middle of the main
exhibition room as distorted bodies with
holes and openings. Or the Shields (2018),
paintings in acrylic and oil on canvas
hanging on a wall, with their grid and slits to
look through. The reiteration of colors and
geometric, divergent sequences that occur
on the edges of the canvases are
symptoms of what the artist calls a blend of
“some emotional states [which] can act as
a zoom making details, and others lead to a
fragmentation of sense.” This is evocative
also of her watercolors on paper and
acrylics on canvas, where horizons of
feeling, reverberations, and memories
resonate in surfaces, evoking though a
repetitive and fragmented composition a
graphic gesture very close to the
intertwined and naive motifs of Art Brut.
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1. From the brochure on the history of Villa Arson,

Nice.

2. All artist quotes are from a conversation with Éric

Mangion published in a booklet for the show (English

version), unless otherwise indicated.

3. From the press release of Sol Calero’s project

SALSA, Gillmeier Rech and La Mambita dance studio,

Berlin, 2014: “Though it is widely thought of as a pan–

Latin American phenomenon, Salsa music was first

conceived in East Harlem, New York—known to

locals as ‘el Barrio’—during the 1970s. Honed and

marketed by Fania Records and its associated

musicians who were mostly of Puerto Rican,

Dominican, or Cuban origin, the sound sprung from a

combination of Mambo, Latin Jazz, Son and other

Afro-Cuban music styles, sometimes mixing them

with elements of rock and funk. In the context of Cold

War tensions between the U.S. and Cuba, radio

stations which played Cuban records had received

bomb threats, and thus the word ‘Salsa’ provided a

generic, safe umbrella term for use in the mass

marketing of Latin music, strategically obscuring the

fact that the music was very clearly Cuban. In this way

Salsa was designed to unite the Latino community

through an unmistakably American business model

and Fania began to solidify their market dominance

by acquiring smaller Latino record labels.”

4. The artist discovered this term in a film made ten

years ago by her father in Kenya about a mganga
(singular of waganga) named George.

5. All artist quotes are from a conversation with Éric

Mangion published in a booklet for the show (English

version), unless otherwise indicated.

 

Sol Calero (b. 1982, Caracas, Venezuela) lives and

works in Berlin, where she codirects the project

space Kinderhook & Caracas with fellow artist

Christopher Kline. She has had recent solo

exhibitions in Europe at Tate Liverpool, England

(2019); ChertLüdde, Berlin (2019); Museum Boijmans
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Van Beuningen, Rotterdam, the Netherlands (2018);

Brücke Museum, Berlin (2018); Galerie Crèvecoeur,

Paris (2018); Kunstverein Düsseldorf, Germany (2018);

Barbara Gross Galerie, Munich (2018); and Kunsthalle

Lissabon, Lisbon (2018). She has participated in

group exhibitions at the Australian Centre for

Contemporary Art, Melbourne (2019); Preis der

Nationalgalerie, Hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin (2017);

and Casa Anacaona, Folkestone Triennial, England

(2017).

Zora Mann (b. 1979, Amersham, England) graduated

from Villa Arson in 2009. She lives and works in Berlin.

Recent solo exhibitions include Being and your own
form, ChertLüdde, Berlin (2018); Statements,

ChertLüdde at Art Basel (2017); Doppelgänger,
45cbm studio space, Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden

Baden, Germany (2017); Fiac – Foire International

d’Art Contemporain, Lafayette Sector, Paris (2015);

and Coagula, ChertLüdde, Berlin (2014). She has

participated in the group exhibitions Freigänger, The

Knast, Berlin (2019); A Shiver in Search of a Spine,

Arario Gallery, Seoul (2019); All the Small Things,

Alessandro Buganza, Milan (2019); The Shrine of
Friendship, BKV Brandenburgischer Kunstverein,

Potsdam, Germany (2018); Condo, hosted by Union

Pacific, London (2018); and Interface(s) – Tales of
Babel, Haus am Lützowplatz – Studio Galerie, Berlin

(2017).

 

at Villa Arson, Nice (https://www.villa-
arson.org/)
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Sol Calero Grapples
With “Exotic”
Stereotypes in Her
Vibrant Work

“The way I learned art was as an
immigrant.” Sol Calero’s joyful works
channel her early memories of
Venezuela, exploring the cultural
responsibility of decoration and the
experience of belonging. Louise Benson
meets the artist in Berlin.

Sol Calero, Amazonas Shopping Center, 2017. Installation view
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Photography by Trevor Good
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Over one third of Berlin’s inhabitants come from
overseas, and it is this multiculturalism that shapes
everything from its eating habits to the many
languages that can be heard on any given street
corner. When Venezuelan-born Sol Calero moved to
the city in 2009, she was struck by this diversity, as
well as the freedom that it offered, where nightclubs
stay open past dawn and studio space for artists is
plentiful. It has now been her home for ten years, but
memories of her hometown of Caracas remain an
important part of Calero’s work and identity. In
colourful, immersive wall paintings and installations
she hints at her Latin roots, channelling not just her
own impressions of the country but its place in the
popular imagination. Bright stripes and patterns, fruit
and leafy plants abound, and she grapples with these
“exotic” stereotypes.

Uneasy dualities run throughout Calero’s work. She
explores the historic power imbalance between Europe
and Latin America, and interrogates her own blurred
identity between the two. As one of Berlin’s many
immigrants, she has carved out her space in the city,
using her vibrant, densely layered mixed-media work
to break down boundaries between art galleries and
the wider community. In 2014 she organized an
exhibition at a Berlin salsa school, while more recently
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has focused on the Latin American hair salon as a site
of communication and togetherness. In a 2015
exhibition at Studio Voltaire in London, Calero
considered the notion of the “tropical”, and playfully
tackled the cultural appropriation bound up with the
term in a large-scale installation bursting with imagery
of ripe fruit and colourful architectural structures.

Sol Calero, Portrait by Louise Benson at The Garden Bridge, curated by
Kinderhook & Caracas at Brücke Museum, Berlin, 2019. Chair by Nuri
Koerfer, Blue Thron, 2019. Photograph © Louise Benson

“I try not to paint fruit, but it always comes back,”
Calero laughs when I ask about this particular motif,
before explaining, “I wanted to dig into the much more
painful subjects that had to do with racism and
stereotypes and clichés, but I wanted to embrace them
and flip them. I wanted to push them until you couldn’t
see them as stereotypes anymore, so you can enjoy
the real aspects of them—like colour and beautiful
nature.”

It is apt that we first meet in the garden of the Brücke
Museum, in the outskirts of Berlin, where Calero has
recently co-curated a group exhibition with the artist
Christopher Kline, who is also her husband and
frequent collaborator. A large pavilion by Calero has
also been installed onsite. Characteristically colourful,
it pushes right up against Grunewald forest, where the
elegant German pine trees extend into the distance.
We are surrounded by nature.

“Asking someone to integrate is
basically asking them to forget where
they’re from”

In recent years, Calero’s work has seen her nominated
for the Preis der Nationalgalerie, with an
accompanying exhibition at Hamburger Bahnhof in
Berlin in 2017, and she was shortlisted for the Future
Generation Art Prize that same year. She often
references her Venezuelan heritage but is careful to
distinguish her early years in Caracas from her



subsequent time spent in Europe. She moved abroad
like millions of other Venezuelans in the wake of the
country’s political upheaval, and this experience of
cross-cultural transition continues to inform her
interests. “The way I learned art was as an immigrant.
When you move to a new place, you have to integrate.
I don’t really like the concept of integration, the idea of
becoming Westernized, because asking someone to
integrate is basically asking them to forget where
they’re from,” she reflects.

Sol Calero, La Noche de Los Murciélagos, 2019. Courtesy the artist
and Barbara Gross Galerie Munich

“When I first moved to Europe, I wanted to hide my
identity; I didn’t want people to know I was Latin
because people were very racist against Latinas in
Spain. So you move—and I was only seventeen—and
you’re in fear. But this all made me feel that I wanted to
go for it and do something that had nothing to do with
who I was trying to be.” Calero studied in Madrid and
the Netherlands, where she began to establish her
distinctive, maximalist style, and experimented with
scaling up. “Once I started doing these big colourful
paintings, I began thinking: ‘This is natural, I grew up
with this; with this colour, with this light.’ And even
though I started out from this critical position, I started
to feel: ‘Oh, this is beautiful and fun’, and I began
feeling much freer because now my palette was so
big! In the end it’s my own decision, and I can use
100,000 colours.”

Calero’s points of connection to her own culture come
through in these aesthetics, drawn from her early
years and reimagined at a distance. “These are my
memories from Venezuela, but what happens when
those places are not what they used to be?” she asks.
“Then you’re referencing places that don’t exist
anymore and you’re using the power of your memory
to recreate them.” Calero’s latest exhibition at Tate
Liverpool, her biggest to date, tackles this duality.
Titled El Autobús, it explores the richly decorated
buses popular in Latin America, which cover essential
commuter routes while tourists make use of them as
part of the mythologization of the local area. Like much
of her work, it presents a tension between a Western-
centric perspective on the world and its lived reality.

 



 

 

Calero herself must contend with her own divided
identity. “I’m now more in the position of asking: ‘How
do you feel when you don’t belong to any place?’ You
are in this sort of island where you have to look
wherever you are in a completely different culture, and
the adaptation process is very difficult. It could be that
you never will belong to a place.” Her work is an
attempt to approach these difficult themes with a
lighter, more positive touch, offering a utopian view on
this sense of placelessness and instability.

“I think humour is quite important for me,” she asserts,
“although maybe this is the first time I am saying it like
this. It’s not like that is the main point of my research,
but it was a part of how I grew up in Venezuela and in
Latin America and the Caribbean. People’s reality is so
difficult that you have to find a way to distract yourself,
and things seem less important than they actually are
—perhaps it’s just so overwhelming. The way you live
there is experienced in terms of the everyday, you
can’t think of the future.”

“These are my memories from
Venezuela, but what happens when
those places are not what they used
to be?”



Community is important to Calero and her work. She
has co-run the project space Kinderhook & Caracas
with her husband Christopher Kline out of the couple’s
front room for eight years, showing the work of mainly
Berlin-based artists. “It can be hard work—you have
artists in your house all the time—but you work closely
with them.” Budgets are limited, and the pair produce
everything themselves for the space. “It’s important to
not only be thinking about your own practice, but also
how you can be learning from other artists too,” she
explains when I drop by the space. It’s all high ceilings
and wooden floors; the walls are left white for artists
to work with. Calero’s private living space, on the
other hand, is a riot of hand-painted colour and
homemade furniture, firmly in keeping with her
characteristic visual style.

Sol Calero, El Autobus, 2019, Tate Liverpool. Courtesy the artist.
Photography by Roger Sinek

It is an aesthetic informed by the lived-in, highly
personal touches of the spaces occupied by diasporic
communities in cities around the world. One of
Calero’s first projects was in London, where she visited
Elephant and Castle to research the area’s Latino and
African hair salons. “There is a social aspect to these
places, like a hair salon and a restaurant, especially for
immigrant communities, where they exchange goods
and information. Decoration has a lot to do with that, it
has a lot of responsibility in that sense. When a
Mexican person moves to a new country and they
want to open a Mexican restaurant, they have all these
different creative elements that will identify it, not only
the food.”

Her work continues to reference this early research. “I
started looking at these businesses and how they
represent themselves as Latin Americans, or Turkish or
Chinese. What do you use for these representations?”
Calero herself created a temporary restaurant as part
of the project (“It was really bad food,” she jokes) and
offered drinks and a convivial atmosphere to visitors.



Sol Calero, Amazonas Shopping Center, 2017. Installation view
Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin, 2017. ©
Nationalgalerie, Staatliche Museen Zu Berlin / Jan Windszus

“There is a social aspect to these
places, like a hair salon and a
restaurant, especially for immigrant
communities”

Calero still welcomes collaborators, often working with
other artists and local communities. In 2017 she built a
pavilion as part of the Folkestone Triennial with a team
of people from the area. The pavilion—originally
intended as a temporary structure—has stayed put
ever since, after the community stepped in to request
that it remain. “I love that connection,” she says,
smiling.

“I think that this impulse to connect comes from
writing music, partying every weekend for years when
I was younger and also going to concerts; music has
this special connection with people. Art is different, so
whenever I do an exhibition, I think about how I can
connect in the way that music connects.” Her bright,
tactile, highly social work bursts free from the
constraints of the art gallery. Instead, Calero embraces
the messy, communal reality of everyday life. “I’m
thinking, how can you make people feel through their
bodies? How can you see something and let it take you
somewhere else?”
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Sol Calero, Zora Mann and Shailesh
BR at Villa Arson
Three new solo exhibitions resulting from artists’ residencies
at Villa Arson explore architecture, place, ritual and
introspection

 

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still
perspired’ 
Zora Mann: Waganga
Shailesh BR: The Last Brahmin 
Villa Arson, Nice, France
14 February – 3 May 2020
(Please note that due to the nationwide lockdown imposed by the
French government because of the Coronavirus, these exhibitions
are temporarily closed.)

by HARRIET THORPE

At the Villa Arson, an art centre, art school, library and artists’
residence in Nice, a new season of three exhibitions has opened.
The solo exhibitions draw from the four-month artist residencies of
Sol Calero, Zora Mann and Shailesh BR, each invited to the villa by
the director, Éric Mangion, who has spotted the potential of many
emerging contemporary artists moving into their mid-careers.

The art centre sits at the heart of the sprawling Villa Arson complex
overlooking the city and the Bay of Angels, and each exhibit is
located in a different space. From an 18th-century mansion grows
an organic extension of terraced brutalist buildings and gardens,
designed in the 1960s by the architect Michel Marot. The Bosco, a
concrete maze of layered streets, plants and patios, is brought alive
by the art students who can be found sketching in its hidden
corners.

The architecture of Villa Arson finds its way into each exhibition.
Central to the exhibition by Calero is the organic decay of the
gallery walls where she worked. For Mann, previously an art
student at the Villa Arson, the building was a familiar canvas from
which to work. The concrete terraces of the complex feature in the
first video work of Shailesh BR, who is filmed performing a ritual
act on the site.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still

perspired’, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François

Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the
walls still perspired’

The Berlin-based Venezuelan-born artist Sol Calero (b1982) started
her residency at Villa Arson in Nice with the aim of slowing down
after a busy few years of back-to-back shows. “It sounds like a
cliche, but after months being here you can really understand why
artists move here to paint,” she says of the city that so enchanted
Henri Matisse and Marc Chagall.

Calero’s paintings, which depict fruits, plants, objects and
sculptures, were already bright, but the two new paintings made
during the residency take on a distinctly pinkish glow, just like the
sunsets of Nice. These two works join the series Pasaje del Olvido,
inspired by memories of summers with her grandmother in
Venezuela. Gradually, Calero has seen her paintings becoming more
gestural, reflecting the growing blurriness of her memories of her
Venezuelan identity.

Sol Calero. Solo pintura II, 2018. Acrylic on canvas, 150 x 120 cm. Courtesy:

Barbara Gross Gallery, Munich (Germany).

Often creating interior scenes within her exhibitions, Calero looked
to Villa Arson for inspiration when designing the show. “I fell in
love with the architecture of the space,” she says of her exhibition
rooms, where large windows, stepped transitions and high ceilings
create a unique stage for art. Even when rainfall of tropical intensity
hit last November and the building started leaking, with pools of
water forming on the floors, it didn’t deter her. “Instead of fighting
against the elements, I decided to include the problems of the
architecture in the show. It was an exercise in trying to listen to
what the building wanted to say – which is why the exhibition title
translates roughly as: ‘We kept on covering the cracks, but the
building was still sweating.’”

Calero worked directly on the exhibition space as if it were a canvas.
She uncovered the cracks, removed mould, but preserved the
destruction, intertwining her artwork into the fabric of the building.
She built a bridge out of timber palettes for visitors to cross the
space in case of flooding. She painted the walls to extend the
architecture further – colour-matching the exterior red of the villa
inside to create the impression of an interior patio and tracing the
crisp patterns of light cast on to the walls in sky blue.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still

perspired’, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François

Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Calero often hangs her paintings on coloured walls, and she has
been increasingly using brown over the last few years. It is a
reference to the landscapes of Latin America, historical
ethnographic images and the indigenous paintings of the Cusco
school of Peru, she explains. “Why do we always start with white?”
she asks. For her, it is a political question, from which much of her
research into ethnography, societal colour blindness and her own
Venezuelan identity begins. “When I’m working with colour in art,
I’m making a statement. Things can be different if colour is added.”

In the same way that the artists of the Cusco school added bright
local colour to colonially influenced Catholic imagery, Calero brings
books on South American art to Villa Arson, where none previously
existed. Her reading room, which contains 30 books, features
natural plants, a shelf-caddy on wheels and a daybed upholstered
with Calero’s textile designs and decorated with ceramics made in
the Villa Arson studios. After the show, the books will be donated to
the library and the plants to the garden.

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Zora Mann: Waganga

For Mann, the residency at Villa Arson felt like a “time loop”. She
first arrived there in 2009, as a student with an interest in
figurative painting. When she left the school, she was working in
monochrome, but now her work is full of colour, abstract symbols
and charms composed with the softness of a dream. It feels apt that
Mann has returned because her works reflect her personal journey
– from childhood growing up in East Africa to her travels across the
world.

The title of the exhibition, Waganga, refers to Kenyan healers who
remove curses from the body, but it also explains Mann’s
conceptual approach to the making of art. Growing up in East
Africa, she once witnessed the ritual and saw a removed curse
physically manifest as a stone, which she found “troubling” yet
“fascinating”. She explains: “I titled the show Waganga because, in
art, we manifest spiritual problems in a physical way. We find
formal solutions to ideas, bringing out an energy and manifesting it
in this realm.”

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Mann’s sculptural works form layers for the visitor to experience as
physical manifestations of spiritual protection. A group of abstract
wooden shields, or “boucliers”, as Mann refers to them, are
intimately shaped to her own body. Some are dedicated to close
family members, and one was made when she was studying at Villa
Arson. A rippling curtain of tiny beads made of recycled flip-flops
divides the space. The flip-flops are collected from the Kenyan
shores by the charity Ocean Sole, where Mann previously
volunteered. Beads, this time in ceramics, made in the studios at
Villa Arson, are also splayed out on the wall in a new sculptural
work that resembles a dreamcatcher.

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

This exhibition is the first time that Mann has shown her
watercolours, which she has been working on for the last two years.
Watercolours are light relief for Mann, who likes the immediacy,
changing colour easily, and the fact that she can make them while
travelling. Although two-dimensional, the works have the same
interest in layers and depth as the sculptures. Mann describes the
content of one watercolour, which was made on the terrace of a
cabin in Sweden: “This was a flower I saw in Santa Fe, here is the
cabin with its big windows, there is the sea. It is a mix of exterior
and interior spaces, and internal things as well.”

Shailesh BR. Holy Sticks, 2020. Print on paper, wood, dimensions variable.

Production Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François Fernandez / Villa

Arson.

The Last Brahmin, Shailesh BR

Shailesh BR, an Indian artist and Brahmin, and the show’s curator,
Vitarka Samuh, follow the ritualistic life of a Hindu Brahmin in
India through an exhibition conceptualised as a Brahmin’s house, a
place traditionally seen only by the Brahmin himself. Installations
of drawings, collages and automated machines form chapters that
represent events from life to death, and the demanded repetitive
rituals that surround them. As each machine repeats its motions,
Shailesh BR questions the beliefs behind the historic role of the
Brahmin, from the hereditary selection, to the monotony of the
tasks necessary to the achievement of Nirvana.

While the caste system was outlawed in India in 1950, Brahmins are
still at the core of the country’s local politics. The responsibility, as a
bridge between Hindus and the gods, is held sacred, and
questioning the Brahmin’s role is controversial. The exhibition in
Nice was an opportunity for Shailesh BR to speak freely, and his
very presence abroad is a statement in itself, as Brahmins are not
permitted to leave the holy land.

The first work of the exhibition is an image of two Muslim men that
Shailesh BR knew when the three of them were children, but with
whom he could not be friends because he was a Hindu Brahmin.
Samuh is from a Muslim family and the pair became friends after
Samuh invited the artist to a residency he was hosting in India. The
opening statement of the exhibition shows their joint interest in
breaking down the borders of society and religion in India through
art.

Shailesh BR. The Melting Lotus (Sahasrara), 2020. Wood sculpture,

paraffin, tealight, dimensions variable. Production Villa Arson, Nice 2020.

Photo: François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

The monotony of the Brahmin’s rituals is reflected in the clinking
sounds of the machines and the repetitive nature of images,
offerings or actions. A 2020 video work (Tail of a Dog
(Shwapuchchha), developed over the course of the exhibition,
documents the repetitive ritual of wearing the sacred thread that
the Brahmin undertakes each day – 90 videos will be made over 90
days. A series of automated machines feature a page-turning device
for learning the ancient Sanskrit knowledge, and a complex Puja
[prayer] machine that replicates each stage of the ritual prayer
process.

The Puja machine rings a bell to wake up the gods, offers fire, milk
and flowers, and delivers a puff of spices into a growing pile of
colourful dust. Samuh says Shailesh BR has “taken all the aspects of
the worship and assigned it to a machine. So, the question is, if the
machine can do the monotonous rituals of performing the Puja,
then does the machine also become enlightened?”

Inspired by the layered collages of Anselm Kiefer and the quirky
kinetic sculptures of Jean Tinguely, Shailesh BR uses art to lighten
the load of these heavy philosophic questions central to his own life
as a Brahmin. “My work is humorous, but it is not simple humour,
it is black humour that reflects the current political scenario,” he
says.
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Sol Calero, Zora Mann and Shailesh
BR at Villa Arson
Three new solo exhibitions resulting from artists’ residencies
at Villa Arson explore architecture, place, ritual and
introspection

 

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still
perspired’ 
Zora Mann: Waganga
Shailesh BR: The Last Brahmin 
Villa Arson, Nice, France
14 February – 3 May 2020
(Please note that due to the nationwide lockdown imposed by the
French government because of the Coronavirus, these exhibitions
are temporarily closed.)

by HARRIET THORPE

At the Villa Arson, an art centre, art school, library and artists’
residence in Nice, a new season of three exhibitions has opened.
The solo exhibitions draw from the four-month artist residencies of
Sol Calero, Zora Mann and Shailesh BR, each invited to the villa by
the director, Éric Mangion, who has spotted the potential of many
emerging contemporary artists moving into their mid-careers.

The art centre sits at the heart of the sprawling Villa Arson complex
overlooking the city and the Bay of Angels, and each exhibit is
located in a different space. From an 18th-century mansion grows
an organic extension of terraced brutalist buildings and gardens,
designed in the 1960s by the architect Michel Marot. The Bosco, a
concrete maze of layered streets, plants and patios, is brought alive
by the art students who can be found sketching in its hidden
corners.

The architecture of Villa Arson finds its way into each exhibition.
Central to the exhibition by Calero is the organic decay of the
gallery walls where she worked. For Mann, previously an art
student at the Villa Arson, the building was a familiar canvas from
which to work. The concrete terraces of the complex feature in the
first video work of Shailesh BR, who is filmed performing a ritual
act on the site.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still

perspired’, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François

Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the
walls still perspired’

The Berlin-based Venezuelan-born artist Sol Calero (b1982) started
her residency at Villa Arson in Nice with the aim of slowing down
after a busy few years of back-to-back shows. “It sounds like a
cliche, but after months being here you can really understand why
artists move here to paint,” she says of the city that so enchanted
Henri Matisse and Marc Chagall.

Calero’s paintings, which depict fruits, plants, objects and
sculptures, were already bright, but the two new paintings made
during the residency take on a distinctly pinkish glow, just like the
sunsets of Nice. These two works join the series Pasaje del Olvido,
inspired by memories of summers with her grandmother in
Venezuela. Gradually, Calero has seen her paintings becoming more
gestural, reflecting the growing blurriness of her memories of her
Venezuelan identity.

Sol Calero. Solo pintura II, 2018. Acrylic on canvas, 150 x 120 cm. Courtesy:

Barbara Gross Gallery, Munich (Germany).

Often creating interior scenes within her exhibitions, Calero looked
to Villa Arson for inspiration when designing the show. “I fell in
love with the architecture of the space,” she says of her exhibition
rooms, where large windows, stepped transitions and high ceilings
create a unique stage for art. Even when rainfall of tropical intensity
hit last November and the building started leaking, with pools of
water forming on the floors, it didn’t deter her. “Instead of fighting
against the elements, I decided to include the problems of the
architecture in the show. It was an exercise in trying to listen to
what the building wanted to say – which is why the exhibition title
translates roughly as: ‘We kept on covering the cracks, but the
building was still sweating.’”

Calero worked directly on the exhibition space as if it were a canvas.
She uncovered the cracks, removed mould, but preserved the
destruction, intertwining her artwork into the fabric of the building.
She built a bridge out of timber palettes for visitors to cross the
space in case of flooding. She painted the walls to extend the
architecture further – colour-matching the exterior red of the villa
inside to create the impression of an interior patio and tracing the
crisp patterns of light cast on to the walls in sky blue.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still

perspired’, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François

Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Calero often hangs her paintings on coloured walls, and she has
been increasingly using brown over the last few years. It is a
reference to the landscapes of Latin America, historical
ethnographic images and the indigenous paintings of the Cusco
school of Peru, she explains. “Why do we always start with white?”
she asks. For her, it is a political question, from which much of her
research into ethnography, societal colour blindness and her own
Venezuelan identity begins. “When I’m working with colour in art,
I’m making a statement. Things can be different if colour is added.”

In the same way that the artists of the Cusco school added bright
local colour to colonially influenced Catholic imagery, Calero brings
books on South American art to Villa Arson, where none previously
existed. Her reading room, which contains 30 books, features
natural plants, a shelf-caddy on wheels and a daybed upholstered
with Calero’s textile designs and decorated with ceramics made in
the Villa Arson studios. After the show, the books will be donated to
the library and the plants to the garden.

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Zora Mann: Waganga

For Mann, the residency at Villa Arson felt like a “time loop”. She
first arrived there in 2009, as a student with an interest in
figurative painting. When she left the school, she was working in
monochrome, but now her work is full of colour, abstract symbols
and charms composed with the softness of a dream. It feels apt that
Mann has returned because her works reflect her personal journey
– from childhood growing up in East Africa to her travels across the
world.

The title of the exhibition, Waganga, refers to Kenyan healers who
remove curses from the body, but it also explains Mann’s
conceptual approach to the making of art. Growing up in East
Africa, she once witnessed the ritual and saw a removed curse
physically manifest as a stone, which she found “troubling” yet
“fascinating”. She explains: “I titled the show Waganga because, in
art, we manifest spiritual problems in a physical way. We find
formal solutions to ideas, bringing out an energy and manifesting it
in this realm.”

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Mann’s sculptural works form layers for the visitor to experience as
physical manifestations of spiritual protection. A group of abstract
wooden shields, or “boucliers”, as Mann refers to them, are
intimately shaped to her own body. Some are dedicated to close
family members, and one was made when she was studying at Villa
Arson. A rippling curtain of tiny beads made of recycled flip-flops
divides the space. The flip-flops are collected from the Kenyan
shores by the charity Ocean Sole, where Mann previously
volunteered. Beads, this time in ceramics, made in the studios at
Villa Arson, are also splayed out on the wall in a new sculptural
work that resembles a dreamcatcher.

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

This exhibition is the first time that Mann has shown her
watercolours, which she has been working on for the last two years.
Watercolours are light relief for Mann, who likes the immediacy,
changing colour easily, and the fact that she can make them while
travelling. Although two-dimensional, the works have the same
interest in layers and depth as the sculptures. Mann describes the
content of one watercolour, which was made on the terrace of a
cabin in Sweden: “This was a flower I saw in Santa Fe, here is the
cabin with its big windows, there is the sea. It is a mix of exterior
and interior spaces, and internal things as well.”

Shailesh BR. Holy Sticks, 2020. Print on paper, wood, dimensions variable.

Production Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François Fernandez / Villa

Arson.

The Last Brahmin, Shailesh BR

Shailesh BR, an Indian artist and Brahmin, and the show’s curator,
Vitarka Samuh, follow the ritualistic life of a Hindu Brahmin in
India through an exhibition conceptualised as a Brahmin’s house, a
place traditionally seen only by the Brahmin himself. Installations
of drawings, collages and automated machines form chapters that
represent events from life to death, and the demanded repetitive
rituals that surround them. As each machine repeats its motions,
Shailesh BR questions the beliefs behind the historic role of the
Brahmin, from the hereditary selection, to the monotony of the
tasks necessary to the achievement of Nirvana.

While the caste system was outlawed in India in 1950, Brahmins are
still at the core of the country’s local politics. The responsibility, as a
bridge between Hindus and the gods, is held sacred, and
questioning the Brahmin’s role is controversial. The exhibition in
Nice was an opportunity for Shailesh BR to speak freely, and his
very presence abroad is a statement in itself, as Brahmins are not
permitted to leave the holy land.

The first work of the exhibition is an image of two Muslim men that
Shailesh BR knew when the three of them were children, but with
whom he could not be friends because he was a Hindu Brahmin.
Samuh is from a Muslim family and the pair became friends after
Samuh invited the artist to a residency he was hosting in India. The
opening statement of the exhibition shows their joint interest in
breaking down the borders of society and religion in India through
art.

Shailesh BR. The Melting Lotus (Sahasrara), 2020. Wood sculpture,

paraffin, tealight, dimensions variable. Production Villa Arson, Nice 2020.

Photo: François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

The monotony of the Brahmin’s rituals is reflected in the clinking
sounds of the machines and the repetitive nature of images,
offerings or actions. A 2020 video work (Tail of a Dog
(Shwapuchchha), developed over the course of the exhibition,
documents the repetitive ritual of wearing the sacred thread that
the Brahmin undertakes each day – 90 videos will be made over 90
days. A series of automated machines feature a page-turning device
for learning the ancient Sanskrit knowledge, and a complex Puja
[prayer] machine that replicates each stage of the ritual prayer
process.

The Puja machine rings a bell to wake up the gods, offers fire, milk
and flowers, and delivers a puff of spices into a growing pile of
colourful dust. Samuh says Shailesh BR has “taken all the aspects of
the worship and assigned it to a machine. So, the question is, if the
machine can do the monotonous rituals of performing the Puja,
then does the machine also become enlightened?”

Inspired by the layered collages of Anselm Kiefer and the quirky
kinetic sculptures of Jean Tinguely, Shailesh BR uses art to lighten
the load of these heavy philosophic questions central to his own life
as a Brahmin. “My work is humorous, but it is not simple humour,
it is black humour that reflects the current political scenario,” he
says.
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Sol Calero, Zora Mann and Shailesh
BR at Villa Arson
Three new solo exhibitions resulting from artists’ residencies
at Villa Arson explore architecture, place, ritual and
introspection

 

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still
perspired’ 
Zora Mann: Waganga
Shailesh BR: The Last Brahmin 
Villa Arson, Nice, France
14 February – 3 May 2020
(Please note that due to the nationwide lockdown imposed by the
French government because of the Coronavirus, these exhibitions
are temporarily closed.)

by HARRIET THORPE

At the Villa Arson, an art centre, art school, library and artists’
residence in Nice, a new season of three exhibitions has opened.
The solo exhibitions draw from the four-month artist residencies of
Sol Calero, Zora Mann and Shailesh BR, each invited to the villa by
the director, Éric Mangion, who has spotted the potential of many
emerging contemporary artists moving into their mid-careers.

The art centre sits at the heart of the sprawling Villa Arson complex
overlooking the city and the Bay of Angels, and each exhibit is
located in a different space. From an 18th-century mansion grows
an organic extension of terraced brutalist buildings and gardens,
designed in the 1960s by the architect Michel Marot. The Bosco, a
concrete maze of layered streets, plants and patios, is brought alive
by the art students who can be found sketching in its hidden
corners.

The architecture of Villa Arson finds its way into each exhibition.
Central to the exhibition by Calero is the organic decay of the
gallery walls where she worked. For Mann, previously an art
student at the Villa Arson, the building was a familiar canvas from
which to work. The concrete terraces of the complex feature in the
first video work of Shailesh BR, who is filmed performing a ritual
act on the site.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still

perspired’, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François

Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the
walls still perspired’

The Berlin-based Venezuelan-born artist Sol Calero (b1982) started
her residency at Villa Arson in Nice with the aim of slowing down
after a busy few years of back-to-back shows. “It sounds like a
cliche, but after months being here you can really understand why
artists move here to paint,” she says of the city that so enchanted
Henri Matisse and Marc Chagall.

Calero’s paintings, which depict fruits, plants, objects and
sculptures, were already bright, but the two new paintings made
during the residency take on a distinctly pinkish glow, just like the
sunsets of Nice. These two works join the series Pasaje del Olvido,
inspired by memories of summers with her grandmother in
Venezuela. Gradually, Calero has seen her paintings becoming more
gestural, reflecting the growing blurriness of her memories of her
Venezuelan identity.

Sol Calero. Solo pintura II, 2018. Acrylic on canvas, 150 x 120 cm. Courtesy:

Barbara Gross Gallery, Munich (Germany).

Often creating interior scenes within her exhibitions, Calero looked
to Villa Arson for inspiration when designing the show. “I fell in
love with the architecture of the space,” she says of her exhibition
rooms, where large windows, stepped transitions and high ceilings
create a unique stage for art. Even when rainfall of tropical intensity
hit last November and the building started leaking, with pools of
water forming on the floors, it didn’t deter her. “Instead of fighting
against the elements, I decided to include the problems of the
architecture in the show. It was an exercise in trying to listen to
what the building wanted to say – which is why the exhibition title
translates roughly as: ‘We kept on covering the cracks, but the
building was still sweating.’”

Calero worked directly on the exhibition space as if it were a canvas.
She uncovered the cracks, removed mould, but preserved the
destruction, intertwining her artwork into the fabric of the building.
She built a bridge out of timber palettes for visitors to cross the
space in case of flooding. She painted the walls to extend the
architecture further – colour-matching the exterior red of the villa
inside to create the impression of an interior patio and tracing the
crisp patterns of light cast on to the walls in sky blue.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still

perspired’, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François

Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Calero often hangs her paintings on coloured walls, and she has
been increasingly using brown over the last few years. It is a
reference to the landscapes of Latin America, historical
ethnographic images and the indigenous paintings of the Cusco
school of Peru, she explains. “Why do we always start with white?”
she asks. For her, it is a political question, from which much of her
research into ethnography, societal colour blindness and her own
Venezuelan identity begins. “When I’m working with colour in art,
I’m making a statement. Things can be different if colour is added.”

In the same way that the artists of the Cusco school added bright
local colour to colonially influenced Catholic imagery, Calero brings
books on South American art to Villa Arson, where none previously
existed. Her reading room, which contains 30 books, features
natural plants, a shelf-caddy on wheels and a daybed upholstered
with Calero’s textile designs and decorated with ceramics made in
the Villa Arson studios. After the show, the books will be donated to
the library and the plants to the garden.

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Zora Mann: Waganga

For Mann, the residency at Villa Arson felt like a “time loop”. She
first arrived there in 2009, as a student with an interest in
figurative painting. When she left the school, she was working in
monochrome, but now her work is full of colour, abstract symbols
and charms composed with the softness of a dream. It feels apt that
Mann has returned because her works reflect her personal journey
– from childhood growing up in East Africa to her travels across the
world.

The title of the exhibition, Waganga, refers to Kenyan healers who
remove curses from the body, but it also explains Mann’s
conceptual approach to the making of art. Growing up in East
Africa, she once witnessed the ritual and saw a removed curse
physically manifest as a stone, which she found “troubling” yet
“fascinating”. She explains: “I titled the show Waganga because, in
art, we manifest spiritual problems in a physical way. We find
formal solutions to ideas, bringing out an energy and manifesting it
in this realm.”

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Mann’s sculptural works form layers for the visitor to experience as
physical manifestations of spiritual protection. A group of abstract
wooden shields, or “boucliers”, as Mann refers to them, are
intimately shaped to her own body. Some are dedicated to close
family members, and one was made when she was studying at Villa
Arson. A rippling curtain of tiny beads made of recycled flip-flops
divides the space. The flip-flops are collected from the Kenyan
shores by the charity Ocean Sole, where Mann previously
volunteered. Beads, this time in ceramics, made in the studios at
Villa Arson, are also splayed out on the wall in a new sculptural
work that resembles a dreamcatcher.

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

This exhibition is the first time that Mann has shown her
watercolours, which she has been working on for the last two years.
Watercolours are light relief for Mann, who likes the immediacy,
changing colour easily, and the fact that she can make them while
travelling. Although two-dimensional, the works have the same
interest in layers and depth as the sculptures. Mann describes the
content of one watercolour, which was made on the terrace of a
cabin in Sweden: “This was a flower I saw in Santa Fe, here is the
cabin with its big windows, there is the sea. It is a mix of exterior
and interior spaces, and internal things as well.”

Shailesh BR. Holy Sticks, 2020. Print on paper, wood, dimensions variable.

Production Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François Fernandez / Villa

Arson.

The Last Brahmin, Shailesh BR

Shailesh BR, an Indian artist and Brahmin, and the show’s curator,
Vitarka Samuh, follow the ritualistic life of a Hindu Brahmin in
India through an exhibition conceptualised as a Brahmin’s house, a
place traditionally seen only by the Brahmin himself. Installations
of drawings, collages and automated machines form chapters that
represent events from life to death, and the demanded repetitive
rituals that surround them. As each machine repeats its motions,
Shailesh BR questions the beliefs behind the historic role of the
Brahmin, from the hereditary selection, to the monotony of the
tasks necessary to the achievement of Nirvana.

While the caste system was outlawed in India in 1950, Brahmins are
still at the core of the country’s local politics. The responsibility, as a
bridge between Hindus and the gods, is held sacred, and
questioning the Brahmin’s role is controversial. The exhibition in
Nice was an opportunity for Shailesh BR to speak freely, and his
very presence abroad is a statement in itself, as Brahmins are not
permitted to leave the holy land.

The first work of the exhibition is an image of two Muslim men that
Shailesh BR knew when the three of them were children, but with
whom he could not be friends because he was a Hindu Brahmin.
Samuh is from a Muslim family and the pair became friends after
Samuh invited the artist to a residency he was hosting in India. The
opening statement of the exhibition shows their joint interest in
breaking down the borders of society and religion in India through
art.

Shailesh BR. The Melting Lotus (Sahasrara), 2020. Wood sculpture,

paraffin, tealight, dimensions variable. Production Villa Arson, Nice 2020.

Photo: François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

The monotony of the Brahmin’s rituals is reflected in the clinking
sounds of the machines and the repetitive nature of images,
offerings or actions. A 2020 video work (Tail of a Dog
(Shwapuchchha), developed over the course of the exhibition,
documents the repetitive ritual of wearing the sacred thread that
the Brahmin undertakes each day – 90 videos will be made over 90
days. A series of automated machines feature a page-turning device
for learning the ancient Sanskrit knowledge, and a complex Puja
[prayer] machine that replicates each stage of the ritual prayer
process.

The Puja machine rings a bell to wake up the gods, offers fire, milk
and flowers, and delivers a puff of spices into a growing pile of
colourful dust. Samuh says Shailesh BR has “taken all the aspects of
the worship and assigned it to a machine. So, the question is, if the
machine can do the monotonous rituals of performing the Puja,
then does the machine also become enlightened?”

Inspired by the layered collages of Anselm Kiefer and the quirky
kinetic sculptures of Jean Tinguely, Shailesh BR uses art to lighten
the load of these heavy philosophic questions central to his own life
as a Brahmin. “My work is humorous, but it is not simple humour,
it is black humour that reflects the current political scenario,” he
says.
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Sol Calero, Zora Mann and Shailesh
BR at Villa Arson
Three new solo exhibitions resulting from artists’ residencies
at Villa Arson explore architecture, place, ritual and
introspection

 

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still
perspired’ 
Zora Mann: Waganga
Shailesh BR: The Last Brahmin 
Villa Arson, Nice, France
14 February – 3 May 2020
(Please note that due to the nationwide lockdown imposed by the
French government because of the Coronavirus, these exhibitions
are temporarily closed.)

by HARRIET THORPE

At the Villa Arson, an art centre, art school, library and artists’
residence in Nice, a new season of three exhibitions has opened.
The solo exhibitions draw from the four-month artist residencies of
Sol Calero, Zora Mann and Shailesh BR, each invited to the villa by
the director, Éric Mangion, who has spotted the potential of many
emerging contemporary artists moving into their mid-careers.

The art centre sits at the heart of the sprawling Villa Arson complex
overlooking the city and the Bay of Angels, and each exhibit is
located in a different space. From an 18th-century mansion grows
an organic extension of terraced brutalist buildings and gardens,
designed in the 1960s by the architect Michel Marot. The Bosco, a
concrete maze of layered streets, plants and patios, is brought alive
by the art students who can be found sketching in its hidden
corners.

The architecture of Villa Arson finds its way into each exhibition.
Central to the exhibition by Calero is the organic decay of the
gallery walls where she worked. For Mann, previously an art
student at the Villa Arson, the building was a familiar canvas from
which to work. The concrete terraces of the complex feature in the
first video work of Shailesh BR, who is filmed performing a ritual
act on the site.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still

perspired’, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François

Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the
walls still perspired’

The Berlin-based Venezuelan-born artist Sol Calero (b1982) started
her residency at Villa Arson in Nice with the aim of slowing down
after a busy few years of back-to-back shows. “It sounds like a
cliche, but after months being here you can really understand why
artists move here to paint,” she says of the city that so enchanted
Henri Matisse and Marc Chagall.

Calero’s paintings, which depict fruits, plants, objects and
sculptures, were already bright, but the two new paintings made
during the residency take on a distinctly pinkish glow, just like the
sunsets of Nice. These two works join the series Pasaje del Olvido,
inspired by memories of summers with her grandmother in
Venezuela. Gradually, Calero has seen her paintings becoming more
gestural, reflecting the growing blurriness of her memories of her
Venezuelan identity.

Sol Calero. Solo pintura II, 2018. Acrylic on canvas, 150 x 120 cm. Courtesy:

Barbara Gross Gallery, Munich (Germany).

Often creating interior scenes within her exhibitions, Calero looked
to Villa Arson for inspiration when designing the show. “I fell in
love with the architecture of the space,” she says of her exhibition
rooms, where large windows, stepped transitions and high ceilings
create a unique stage for art. Even when rainfall of tropical intensity
hit last November and the building started leaking, with pools of
water forming on the floors, it didn’t deter her. “Instead of fighting
against the elements, I decided to include the problems of the
architecture in the show. It was an exercise in trying to listen to
what the building wanted to say – which is why the exhibition title
translates roughly as: ‘We kept on covering the cracks, but the
building was still sweating.’”

Calero worked directly on the exhibition space as if it were a canvas.
She uncovered the cracks, removed mould, but preserved the
destruction, intertwining her artwork into the fabric of the building.
She built a bridge out of timber palettes for visitors to cross the
space in case of flooding. She painted the walls to extend the
architecture further – colour-matching the exterior red of the villa
inside to create the impression of an interior patio and tracing the
crisp patterns of light cast on to the walls in sky blue.

Sol Calero: ‘They insisted on covering the fissures, but the walls still

perspired’, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François

Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Calero often hangs her paintings on coloured walls, and she has
been increasingly using brown over the last few years. It is a
reference to the landscapes of Latin America, historical
ethnographic images and the indigenous paintings of the Cusco
school of Peru, she explains. “Why do we always start with white?”
she asks. For her, it is a political question, from which much of her
research into ethnography, societal colour blindness and her own
Venezuelan identity begins. “When I’m working with colour in art,
I’m making a statement. Things can be different if colour is added.”

In the same way that the artists of the Cusco school added bright
local colour to colonially influenced Catholic imagery, Calero brings
books on South American art to Villa Arson, where none previously
existed. Her reading room, which contains 30 books, features
natural plants, a shelf-caddy on wheels and a daybed upholstered
with Calero’s textile designs and decorated with ceramics made in
the Villa Arson studios. After the show, the books will be donated to
the library and the plants to the garden.

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Zora Mann: Waganga

For Mann, the residency at Villa Arson felt like a “time loop”. She
first arrived there in 2009, as a student with an interest in
figurative painting. When she left the school, she was working in
monochrome, but now her work is full of colour, abstract symbols
and charms composed with the softness of a dream. It feels apt that
Mann has returned because her works reflect her personal journey
– from childhood growing up in East Africa to her travels across the
world.

The title of the exhibition, Waganga, refers to Kenyan healers who
remove curses from the body, but it also explains Mann’s
conceptual approach to the making of art. Growing up in East
Africa, she once witnessed the ritual and saw a removed curse
physically manifest as a stone, which she found “troubling” yet
“fascinating”. She explains: “I titled the show Waganga because, in
art, we manifest spiritual problems in a physical way. We find
formal solutions to ideas, bringing out an energy and manifesting it
in this realm.”

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

Mann’s sculptural works form layers for the visitor to experience as
physical manifestations of spiritual protection. A group of abstract
wooden shields, or “boucliers”, as Mann refers to them, are
intimately shaped to her own body. Some are dedicated to close
family members, and one was made when she was studying at Villa
Arson. A rippling curtain of tiny beads made of recycled flip-flops
divides the space. The flip-flops are collected from the Kenyan
shores by the charity Ocean Sole, where Mann previously
volunteered. Beads, this time in ceramics, made in the studios at
Villa Arson, are also splayed out on the wall in a new sculptural
work that resembles a dreamcatcher.

Zora Mann: Waganga, installation view, Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo:

François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

This exhibition is the first time that Mann has shown her
watercolours, which she has been working on for the last two years.
Watercolours are light relief for Mann, who likes the immediacy,
changing colour easily, and the fact that she can make them while
travelling. Although two-dimensional, the works have the same
interest in layers and depth as the sculptures. Mann describes the
content of one watercolour, which was made on the terrace of a
cabin in Sweden: “This was a flower I saw in Santa Fe, here is the
cabin with its big windows, there is the sea. It is a mix of exterior
and interior spaces, and internal things as well.”

Shailesh BR. Holy Sticks, 2020. Print on paper, wood, dimensions variable.

Production Villa Arson, Nice 2020. Photo: François Fernandez / Villa

Arson.

The Last Brahmin, Shailesh BR

Shailesh BR, an Indian artist and Brahmin, and the show’s curator,
Vitarka Samuh, follow the ritualistic life of a Hindu Brahmin in
India through an exhibition conceptualised as a Brahmin’s house, a
place traditionally seen only by the Brahmin himself. Installations
of drawings, collages and automated machines form chapters that
represent events from life to death, and the demanded repetitive
rituals that surround them. As each machine repeats its motions,
Shailesh BR questions the beliefs behind the historic role of the
Brahmin, from the hereditary selection, to the monotony of the
tasks necessary to the achievement of Nirvana.

While the caste system was outlawed in India in 1950, Brahmins are
still at the core of the country’s local politics. The responsibility, as a
bridge between Hindus and the gods, is held sacred, and
questioning the Brahmin’s role is controversial. The exhibition in
Nice was an opportunity for Shailesh BR to speak freely, and his
very presence abroad is a statement in itself, as Brahmins are not
permitted to leave the holy land.

The first work of the exhibition is an image of two Muslim men that
Shailesh BR knew when the three of them were children, but with
whom he could not be friends because he was a Hindu Brahmin.
Samuh is from a Muslim family and the pair became friends after
Samuh invited the artist to a residency he was hosting in India. The
opening statement of the exhibition shows their joint interest in
breaking down the borders of society and religion in India through
art.

Shailesh BR. The Melting Lotus (Sahasrara), 2020. Wood sculpture,

paraffin, tealight, dimensions variable. Production Villa Arson, Nice 2020.

Photo: François Fernandez / Villa Arson.

The monotony of the Brahmin’s rituals is reflected in the clinking
sounds of the machines and the repetitive nature of images,
offerings or actions. A 2020 video work (Tail of a Dog
(Shwapuchchha), developed over the course of the exhibition,
documents the repetitive ritual of wearing the sacred thread that
the Brahmin undertakes each day – 90 videos will be made over 90
days. A series of automated machines feature a page-turning device
for learning the ancient Sanskrit knowledge, and a complex Puja
[prayer] machine that replicates each stage of the ritual prayer
process.

The Puja machine rings a bell to wake up the gods, offers fire, milk
and flowers, and delivers a puff of spices into a growing pile of
colourful dust. Samuh says Shailesh BR has “taken all the aspects of
the worship and assigned it to a machine. So, the question is, if the
machine can do the monotonous rituals of performing the Puja,
then does the machine also become enlightened?”

Inspired by the layered collages of Anselm Kiefer and the quirky
kinetic sculptures of Jean Tinguely, Shailesh BR uses art to lighten
the load of these heavy philosophic questions central to his own life
as a Brahmin. “My work is humorous, but it is not simple humour,
it is black humour that reflects the current political scenario,” he
says.
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Press Release:

ISLA is Sol Calero’s first institutional solo exhibition in Belgium. For Kunsthal Extra City, the artist

developed a new, site-specific installation. This sculptural pavilion, an autonomous structure, has

links to the eclectic architectural environment of the premises, a former industrial laundry. Evidence

of the physical labour previously carried out on the site remains present in the space. ISLA is a

structure that can potentially be activated and “used”, with benches and chairs to sit on and a

platform to climb on.

The installation combines previous aspects of Calero’s site-specific spatial approach, her

architectural interventions and her affinity with painting. But now, for the first time, the artist has

realised a pavilion inside of an exhibition space. Formally the structure creates a rough notion of the

abandoned and is reminiscent of partially collapsed houses or unfinished constructions. The

exhibition space is unheated, in contrast with Calero’s warm and colourful palette; this

juxtaposition lends subtext to the work’s presentation of stereotypical Western ideas about the

American continent. This way, the work functions as a template for the clichés of South American

imagery that in turn reflects the exoticised Western narrative. The aspect of heat is used as a

material, which takes its own space in another spatial dimension. In this way, heat (or its absence)

gains the captivating and seductive quality of sculpture.

The rough texture and composition of the work is reminiscent of the decay of a disused home, left

abandoned for an unknown reason. ISLA abstracts the connections between architecture,

community and socio-cultural structures and in doing so calls their utopian and dystopian notions

into question. How does architecture symbolize the state of a community? ISLA calls into question

the symptoms and parallelism of social dissolution and architectural decay. With her colourful yet

positive imagery, Calero designates ruin as a symbol of fragility.

Link: Sol Calero at Kunsthal Extra City

Tags: Antwerp, Belgium, Carla Donauer, Institution, Kunsthal Extra City, Sol Calero
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betreibt Sol Calero den Projektraum „Kinderhook & Caracas“ in 
Berlin-Kreuzberg, benannt nach den Heimatorten der beiden, in 
dem Filme gedreht, Installationen und Kunsthappenings gestal-
tet werden. „Manchmal denke ich, wie soll ich das neben meinen 
Ausstellungen nur alles schaffen – aber es lohnt sich: Hier kann 
ich Kunst mit anderen zusammen machen, unabhängig von Markt 
oder Institutionen“, sagt Sol Calero und nennt es „The Love of 
Making Things Happen“. 

In Venezuela ist die Künstlerin seit vier Jahren nicht mehr ge-
wesen. „Das Land ist beschädigt und gebeutelt, die Menschen sind 
müde von der Hoffnung auf Veränderung, die so oft enttäuscht 
wurde. Die Situation ist verheerend – doch die Schönheit der  
Natur ist immer noch überwältigend. Da gibt es riesige Papa- 
geien, sie sind pink und gelb und grün. Die Menschen hungern, 
aber die Bäume hängen voller Mangos – wie in einer apokalyp-
tischen Vision.“ 

n den Installatio-
nen von Sol Calero 
tobt der Sommer: 
Ihre insze nierten 

Cafés, Frisiersalons, 
ihre Shopping-Malls, 
Filmsets und Reisebüros 
quellen über vor Pflan-
zen, Papageien, Plastik-
blumen. Es ist ein 
Rausch in Rot, Orange 
und Grün, in zartem 
Pink und hellblauem 
Azur. Ein überbordender Sinnen sturm, eine grelle Kitschoffensive, 
eine Zumutung. Die poppig bunten Kulissenwelten, ausstaffiert 
mit Plastikstühlen, Sonnenschirmen und plätschernden künstli-
chen Brunnen, bedienen jede Klischeevorstellung subtropischer 
Träume. Sol Calero setzt die Räume wie eine Bühne in Szene, lädt 
echte Friseurinnen und Samba-Tänzer ein, um die Besucher zum 
Mitmachen zu animieren. Und dreht manchmal sogar südameri-
kanische Soaps in den Kulissen – als Kunstprojekt.

Mit ihrem emotionalen Regelbruch ist die 36-Jährige überaus 
erfolgreich. Allein in diesem Sommer bespielt sie Solo-Shows in 
der Tate in Liverpool und in der Extra City Kunsthal in Antwerpen, 
dazu kommen Gruppenausstellungen in Berlin, Madrid und Paris, 
im Herbst präsentiert sie neue Arbeiten in der Galerie Barbara 
Gross in München. 

Vor zwei Jahren erst 
war sie nominiert für 
den Preis der National-
galerie. „Ihr spielerischer 
Ansatz ist von kunsthis-
torischem und kulturel-
lem Wissen und einem 
breiten Spektrum an 
Verweisen durchdrungen 
– von Henri Matisse bis 
hin zur karibischen Mo-
derne“, schrieb die Jury 
zur Begründung ihrer 
Auswahl. Die Besucher 
kürten sie umgehend zur 
Favoritin und verliehen 
ihr den Publikumspreis. 

„Ich möchte Klischees 
offenlegen und neu be-
leuchten, denn hinter je-
dem Klischee gibt es eine 
Wahrheit, eine Kraft, die 
man beleben kann“, sagt 
die vielbeschäftigte Sol 

Calero am Telefon. Sie ist gerade auf dem Sprung nach Liverpool 
zu ihrer Ausstellung. In all ihrer poppigen Farbigkeit erinnern ihre 
Räume an das verklärte Bild des tropischen Paradieses, das Europa 
und Hollywood von den einstigen Kolonien haben – gleichzeitig 
werden sie als kulissenhafte Stereotype entlarvt. Caleros nachge-
baute Shops, Gärten und Höfe sind Referenzen an die Refugien, 
die Menschen sich schaffen – in Südamerika und anderswo: Beauty-
salons, Reisebüros, Patios, in denen Neuigkeiten erfahren, Hand-
werker vermittelt und Dinge verkauft werden. Orte des privaten 
Austauschs und der lebendigen Kommunikation in einem Land, 
in dem die öffentlichen Strukturen zerstört sind und die Men-
schen hungern. Sol Calero ist 17 Jahre alt, als sie ihre Heimatstadt 
Caracas in Venezuela verlässt, um in Europa zu studieren. Ihr  
Vater hat spanische Wurzeln, die Familie lebt über den Erdball 

verteilt. Zu Besuch bei Verwandten in Holland geht sie zum  
ersten Mal allein in Museen. Ihre Tante in Teneriffa schließlich 
erkennt ihre Begabung und schlägt ihr vor, Kunst zu studieren. 
„Darauf wäre ich gar nicht gekommen“, sagt Sol Calero. „Eigent-
lich wollte ich Architektin werden. Das war der kreativste Beruf, 
der mir einfiel.“ Nach dem Studium kommt sie für ein dreimo-
natiges Stipendium nach Berlin – und bleibt. „Erst als ich aus  
Venezuela wegging, habe ich mir Gedanken über meine Herkunft 
gemacht, meine Identität. Wenn du ein Immigrant bist, bestimmt 
das dein ganzes Leben – gerade wenn du aufgrund der politischen 
Umstände keine Option hast, in deine Heimat zurückzukehren. 
Die Idee der Integration bedeutet ja immer auch, dass man ver-
gessen sollte, woher man kommt. Doch als Künstler kann ich die 
Verbindung halten und die schönen Momente herausfiltern, an 
die ich mich erinnere.“

Zu diesen persönlichen Erinnerungen hat sie erst vor Kurzem 
eine Ausstellung in Berlin konzipiert. „Archivos 
Olvidados“ („Vergessene Archive“) hieß die 
Schau: Eine Hommage an ihre Großmutter  
Luisa Hernandez, die mit Mitte vierzig noch 
einmal Kunst studierte – nachdem sie sechs Kin-
der großgezogen hatte – und auf deren Farm Sol 
Calero mit ihren Cousins und Cousinen die 
Sommer verbrachte. Sie erinnert sich an die 
bunten Farben, ihre ersten Zeichenübungen. 
Und daran, wie sie als Kinder zusammen die 
Möbel des Hauses bunt bemalten.

„Im Haus meiner Großmutter habe ich ge-
lernt, Kunst zu schätzen und zu respektieren“, 
erzählt Sol Calero. „Mein Großvater war Arzt 
und Kunstsammler und nach seinem Tod gab es 
da dieses Selbstporträt von Armando Reveron, des 
bedeutendsten modernen Malers Venezuelas. Es war immer von ei-
nem Leintuch verdeckt, meine Familie hat es von Haus zu Haus 
geschleppt, um es gut zu schützen. Dieses Bild hatte eine Art  
magische Aura, aber ich habe nie richtig verstanden, warum. Bis 
meine Großmutter das Bild verkaufte und von dem Erlös bis zu 
ihrem Tod leben konnte“, sagt Calero lachend. „Da dachte ich: 
Oh, das ist interessant, ich habe das Bild immer für Trash gehal-
ten und dann finanziert sie ihr Leben davon. Vielleicht sollte ich 
so etwas auch einmal machen.“

Heute malt auch sie Bilder, üppige Früchte-und Blumenstille-
ben, die an Henri Matisse erinnern oder an die knalligen Farben 
Frida Kahlos. Sie kreiert die Gemälde als Ergänzung zu ihren In-
stallationen – oder umgekehrt. „Sol Caleros Kunst ist thematisch 
breit angelegt und erscheint in vielfältigen Formaten. Das hat 
mich besonders bei ihr beeindruckt“, sagt ihre Galeristin Barbara 
Gross. „Ich schätze ihre Fähigkeit, für koloniale Themen, Unter-
drückung und Vorurteile keine anklagende Form, sondern eine 
positive Umsetzung zu finden. Eine Besonderheit stellen außer-
dem ihre Kooperationen mit anderen Künstlerinnen dar, deren 
Arbeiten und Videos sie in ihr eigenes Werk integriert.“ Mit  
ihrem Mann, dem amerikanischen Künstler Christopher Kline, 

Sie stammt aus Venezuela und spielt lustvoll mit den Klischees ihres  
Heimatlandes: SOL CALERO  bricht mit allen Regeln der Kunst und macht ihre 

poppig bunten Installationen zu interdisziplinären Happenings
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„ich möchte bestimmte Klischees 
offenlegen und neu beleuchten, 

denn hinter jedem Klischee  
gibt es eine Wahrheit, eine Kraft, 

die man beleben kann.“ 
Sol CAlEro

farbenspiel  
1 Für „Amazonas 
Shopping Center“ 
bekam Sol Calero 
2017 den Publi-
kumspreis beim 
Preis der National-
galerie 2 Das Pro-
jekt „Archivos  
Olvidados“ (Gale-
rie ChertLüdde 
2019) ist eine 
Hommage an ihre 
Großmutter 

2

optimistin  
Die in Berlin lebende  
Künstlerin Sol Calero, 36, 
erschafft farbenfrohe  
Raumwelten, die schöner 
sind als die Realität 
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